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to punish and to depose kings. These were exceptional,
however, and the general tradition of the past centuries
supported the royal claim. Numerous Popes had been
created or deposed on the initiative of Emperors. Nor was
it enough to reply that this control of the Church had been
a usurpation. The king was something more than a mere
layman. He was anointed with the holy oil at his consecra-
tion, and could claim as " the Lord's anointed " to be above
human judgment. " There's such divinity doth hedge a
king " was essentially a medieval idea.
The clash	Here, then, were two opposing theories, both of them
based on Old T<^tament history, on passages in the New
Testament, on St. Augustine and other Fathers, and finally
on precedents from the more recent past. As each side was
firmly convinced of the rights of its case, a clash was bound
to come. It had not come before, because the Emperors
had usually been strong enough to enforce their will upon a
dependent Papacy. The Papacy under Gregory VII was at
last in an established and tin independent position. Concrete
issxics were not lacking to put the rival theories to the test.
The king, offended by the loss of the control his predecessors
had exercised, and particularly by the Election Decree and
the papal assumption of overlordship in. South Italy, was
waiting his opportunity to reduce the Papacy to its tradi-
tional subordination. The Pope was faced with the particu-
lar obstacle of lay control, which prevented the realisation
of his main objectives. He was powerless unless he could
obtain the full obedience of his ecclesiastical subordinates,
On the other hand, the government of the Empire had been
so designed that the king depended on the bishops as his
local officials, nnd therefore on his control of appointments
to ecclesiastical offices. The vital thing was the spirit in ,
which he made the appointments. When he allowed simony
to flourish, and considered only the secular duties of the
episcopate, he put himself completely in the wrong. The
Pope was able to emphasise the unrighteousness of his actions,
and the whole weight of the reform movement, to which
Henry III had so largely contributed, was thrown into the
balance against Henry IV. Each side, then, was indignant
at what it regarded as the usurpations of the other. It only
needed a particular instance to create a conflagration out of

